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BIG DATA
 
Social Media and  
Reputation Management
!
Lidwien van de Wijngaert
A VIDEO BY CHRISTOPHER BARNETT https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7D1CQ_LOizA
EXPLAINING BIG DATA?
AND WHERE DOES IT COME FROM
WHAT IS THIS BIG DATA?
- Numbers
- Text
- Audio
- Images
- Video 
!
- Mobile devices
- Microphones
- Readers/Scanners
- Science facilities
- Sensors
- Cameras
- Social media
- Programs/Software
HOW BIG IS BIG?
1 byte
1000 kB kilobyte
1000 MB megabyte
1000 GB gigabyte
1000 TB terabyte
1000 PB petabyte
1000 EB exabyte
1000 ZB ze9abyte
1000 YB yo9abyte
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SO BASICALLY BIG DATA MEANS TOO BIG TO HANDLE
WHAT IS THE PROBLEM
- Capture
- Curation
- Storage
- Analysis 
- Search
- Sharing
- Transfer
- Visualization 
- Problems:
- Velocity
- Rate of data coming in
- Volume 
- Amount of data
- Variety
- Many kinds of data
THE SOLUTION: HADOOP
IS BIG DATA PRIMARILY AN ISSUE FOR COMPUTER SCIENTISTS? 
THE BIG DATA APPROACH
- Yes and No
- Yes: These vast  
amounts of data need  
special attention 
- No: A purely inductive approach  
has its downsides as well
- No: We will need to find ways in 
which we can use this data
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CHARACTERISTICS OF SOCIAL MEDIA DATA
SOCIAL MEDIA (BIG) DATA
- Social media can be big
- Social media are rich
- Actual text (that does not make life easy)
- Social media are poor as well
- No background information 
- No contextual information
HA HA! NICE PARTY! - SARCASM, CYNICISM AND SENTIMENTS
SO MANY WAYS TO SPELL “PARTY” 
feeeestjeeeeeee feestjeee feeeeeeeeesssstttttj feestieee 
feeesjuhhhhhhhhhhhhh feesje feestjeeeee feestjuuuuh feesjuh 
feestjuhhh feessssieeeej feestjohhhh feessie feestjeeeeee feestjuhh 
feestie feeeeeeeeeeeeeeestje feeestjeee feetsje feesjeeeeeeee 
feestje feetje feeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeestje 
feeesjee feesjee feeestjeeeee feestjeeee feesie feessieeeeee 
feeeestje feertje feeeeeestje feeeesjeeeee feeesje feeestje feestjee 
feeessiee feeeeeesstjeeeeeeeee feessieee feesju feeesie feesjes 
feeeeeeeeeeeeeeeestjeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee feestjuh
CHARACTERISTICS OF SOCIAL MEDIA DATA
SOCIAL MEDIA (BIG) DATA
- Social media can be big
- Social media are rich
- actual text (that does not make life easy)
- Social media are poor as well
- No background information 
- No contextual information
SOLUTION 2: USE SAMPLING PROCEDURES
SOCIAL MEDIA DATA
- Sample size depends on confidence interval,  
required accuracy and heterogeneity
!
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- Random sample or stratified sample
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Sample size for different population 
size, confidence interval of 95%,  
and accuracy of 4%,  
using a 50-50 distribution of chance.
Population size
Sample size
SOLUTION 1: REDUCE THE AMOUNT OF DATA
SOCIAL MEDIA DATA
- Be specific:  
Do not scrape all twitter-messages but search for specific words
- Use boolean operators  
AND, OR, “quotes”
- Not so big but still big enough to get in trouble
- Spreadsheet versus database
LOTS OF OPTIONS FOR ANALYSIS 
METHODS FOR ANALYSIS
- Not so big but still  
big enough to get in trouble
- Spreadsheet versus database
- Counting
- Use a longitudinal perspective 
- Network analysis
- Use clustering techniques
- Connection to content
- Contextualise data
THE CASE OF BENNO L. 
COUNTS ACCROSS TIME
THE CASE OF BENNO L. 
- 9534 Twitter messages in one week
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BOTTOM-UP WORDLE
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SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS WITH GEPHI
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BIG DATA
CONCLUSIONS
- Big data is the term for a collection of data sets so large and 
complex that it becomes difficult to process using on-hand 
database management tools or traditional data processing 
applications.Two perspectives
- Two perspectives on this issue
- Computer scientist: Handling this type of data 
- Social scientists: Attack this huge mountain with a question
- Many ways in which patterns can be discovered
- Combination of research methods
